
Appendix .IN of the Agreement

This appendix only concerns the registration and administration of
domain names with the ending .IN

.IN is the 2-Letter ISO Country Code of India

Preliminary Remark:

Key-Sytems GmbH through 1API GmbH is an officially accredited Registrar of National Internet
Exchange of India , 

for the country-code Top-Level-Domain .IN.

RSP and KS agree that RSP can register, renew and administer domain names beneath .IN, co.IN,
org.IN, net.IN, firm.IN, ind.IN and gen.IN for his customers through KS.

The following paragraphs apply:

§ 1. Registration Requirements
All partner registrars and resellers of .IN (co.IN, org.IN, net.IN, firm.IN, ind.IN and gen.IN) domain
names are committed to these terms and
conditions. Each customer who registers a domain name beneath .IN (co.IN, org.IN, net.IN, 
firm.IN, ind.IN and gen.IN) has to accept the following
terms and conditions. RSP is committed to bind his customers according to these regulations.

Policies for .IN (co.IN, org.IN, net.IN, firm.IN, ind.IN and gen.IN) domains, currently available 
under:
=>https://www.registry.in/policies

The general terms and conditions and domain registration policies of HEXONET also apply:

=> https://www.hexonet.net/legal/gTLD_domain_registration_policies_na

=> https://www.hexonet.net/legal/gTLD_domain_registration_policies_eu

=> https://www.hexonet.net/legal/service-agreements

Furthermore the general terms and conditions and domain registration policies of 1API also apply:

=> https://www.1api.net/legal/gtld_domain_registration_policies

=> https://www.1api.net/legal/terms-of-service

In accordance with registry policy, resellers are prohibited from squatting, hoarding, auctioning or 
selling of .IN domain names at a higher price than they are regularly charging the public. Any 
violation may lead to the termination of the ability to manage domain names in this TLD.



 

RSP will ensure through it's Registration Agreement that the registrants acknowledge and agree to, 
that the provided Whois data is always up to date and that the
use of  any Privacy- and/or Proxy-Service is prohibited.

 

Please check for further information:

https://www.registry.in/registry-advisory-la01sales-of-in-names-by-registrars

§ 2. Domain-Name Dispute Resolution
All disputes relating to domain names are resolved through Domain Name Dispute Resolution 
Policy (INDRP) :
=>https://registry.in/Policies/Dispute%20Resolution 
=>https://registry.in/INDRP%20Rules%20of%20Procedure

§ 3. Transfer of Domain-Names
Transfer Policy

In order to transfer a domain, the RSP of the customer must provide evidence of permission, either 
through the client directly or through an administrative contact. RSP will support KS with the 
registrar-transfer either to or from KS upon requirement, according to the Transfer Policies of .IN 
(co.IN, org.IN, net.IN, firm.IN, ind.IN and gen.IN) Domains.

 

 

§ 4. Prohibited Content
The Anti Abuse Policy has specific prohibitions regarding use of a .IN (co.IN, org.IN, net.IN, 
firm.IN, ind.IN and gen.IN) Domain.
=> https://registry.in/Policies/IN_Anti_Abuse_Policy

§ 5. Duration
The registration or renewal of a registration can only take place for a time period between 1 and 5 
years.

 



§ 6. Costs
The prices of a registration and included services can be viewed directly through the WebInterface 
under the respective Top-Level-Domain.

All costs will be charged in USD, meaning that when registering a Domain we will automatically 
exchange the respective fee into USD according to the daily exchange rate of the European Central 
Bank (ECB)

V.A.T. only applies to RSPs who have their corporate office in Germany or to RSPs within the 
European Union, who do not possess a valid V.A.T. ID. The V.A.T. Is not applicable to RSPs 
outside the European Union.
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